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Abstract

In engineering design, function fulfilment is the raison d'être of a product. However, economic boundary conditions have to be taken into consideration as well to enable marketability of the product. In this paper, a case study is presented, where function-based engineering using the Simulation-Driven Design is linked with Design-for-Manufacture as an example for economic design through qualitative modelling. The qualitative modellling with the Contact and Channel Approach aims to support the integrated consideration of functional requirements and manufacturing boundary conditions. The linked approaches are applied in the development of a test rig for hammer drills. It shows how Design-for-Manufacture can be considered early in conceptual decisions in embodiment design by separating functional embodiment and residual structure through qualitative modelling. The freeze-unfreeze strategy is presented as a possibility to identify potential for Design-for-Manufacture to meet economic boundary conditions in conceptual design without reducing the functionality of the system. Further research possibilities regarding qualitative modelling to support functional and economic design are uncovered.
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1. Introduction

In embodiment design, the product’s embodiment has to be defined in a way that enables it to fulfil the desired functions [1]. Based on parameterized product definitions (e.g., through computer-aided design CAD) computer-supported optimization is possible through approaches like FEM simulation (finite element method, [2]). For conducting these optimizations, design engineers need knowledge about how the system works in detail and which parameters of the embodiment are relevant to its behaviour and functions. This can be achieved through functional modelling.

Approaches to functional modelling aim to support design engineers in reasoning about functionality and its relation to the embodiment as the carrier of functions [3]. They contain elements and structures for modelling these embodiment function relations (EFRs) on different levels of detail and for different purposes in engineering design.

2. State of the art

2.1. Functional modelling approaches in design

Functional modelling can be done by using different approaches. For example, the Axiomatic Design Theory [4] is widely used to describe activities in embodiment design and provides terms for modelling relations of functional requirements and design parameters. Characteristics Properties Modelling CPM [5] enables differentiation of design parameters into characteristics that can be influenced directly, and properties that can be seen as dependent variables. It also enables the integration of mathematical equations [6]. The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) is often used to support...
system decomposition and integration. Its advantage lies in the decomposition of highly complex systems into subsystems, which are easier to understand by design engineers [7].

All of the described methods and models need defined parameters as input. In defining the relevant parameters, design engineers need to connect the system’s embodiment to its functions mentally [8]. This is often done implicitly (e.g., through expert workshops or by “taking a close look”).

For supporting the mental processes in identifying function-relevant parameters, the Contact and Channel Approach (C&C²-A) can be used [9, 10]. As a qualitative modelling approach, it does not need defined parameters as input. Models built with the C&C²-A use arbitrary visualisation of technical systems from sketches to microscopic pictures, CAD cross-sections, or computer tomography pictures. This approach is described in detail in the following:

2.1.1. The Contact and Channel Approach – qualitative modelling approach in the case study

This section is based on Matthiesen et al. [11]. Parts of the following text are taken from that paper without changes. The C&C²-A is a thinking tool for embodiment design. It aims to support design engineers in recognizing function-related parameters of the embodiment. It contains elements and rules to build up explicit C&C²-Models. It consists of three key elements and three basic hypotheses that define the usage of its key elements. An overview of the three key elements Working Surface Pair (WSP), Channel and Support Structure (CSS) and Connector (C) is depicted in Figure 1.

A WSP describes the interface where parts of the system connect while it fulfils its function. The CSS goes through system parts and connects the WSP. A CSS can include parts of components or whole subsystems depending on the modelling purpose. The Cs represent a model of the surrounding systems and transmit influences from outside the system boundaries into the system [13]. The basic hypotheses describe the possibilities and boundaries of the modelling with the C&C²-A. They are depicted in Figure 1 (right side).

A C&C²-Model (Figure 1, centre) is derived by using the key elements and basic hypotheses. [11]

With the C&C²-A, qualitative EFRs can be described in a model as a basis for gaining quantitative insights and for further computer-supported optimization. This optimization can be done through e.g. Simulation-Driven Design, which can be seen as a process where decisions on the behaviour and performance of the embodiment are supported in all phases of the (design) process by computer-based product models and simulation. Simulation-Driven Design needs mathematical function descriptions (like equations of motion) to gain quantitative insights about EFRs and provide support in the identification of optimal parameter settings. [14]

2.2. Design approaches considering economic boundary conditions

Besides deriving an embodiment that enables function fulfilment, design engineers need to consider the given economic boundary conditions, lifecycle requirements, legal requirements, lot size, and many more factors. In this contribution, the focus is on costs emerging in the manufacturing process e.g. the effort of assembly and costs of components including manufacturing effort for specially produced components.

Approaches to support are the Design-for-X approaches that contain specific requirements and methods to implement them [15]. An approach related to the focus of this contribution is Design-for-Manufacture, which is supported by special principles and rules [16]. Design-for-Manufacture comprises all design principles for a production-oriented design of components and assemblies [17]. Together with Design-to-Cost, Design-for-Assembly and Design-for-Quality, it can be seen as a standard operation for concurrent simultaneous engineering [18].

Design-for-Manufacture aims at the detailed design of a chosen concept for minimal manufacturing costs and therefore depends on a defined concept for its application [19].

The joint consideration of EFRs gained in simulation and the effect of economic boundary conditions on the embodiment is a challenge for design engineers, as the necessary views on the system are different. In a simulation, the system is described as a set of optimizable properties from a functional point of view, while in the design of the embodiment, the system is seen as a set of components from a topological point of view [20]. Approaches like concurrent engineering [21] connect economic boundary conditions through manufacturing with design on the process level of product development. Approaches like Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) have also been extended to consider economic boundary conditions, for example from additive manufacturing [22].

Concluding, the available approaches consider either the detailed modelling of EFRs to enable the product’s functions or the economic and other boundary conditions of the already designed product. Approaches that consider both aspects require parameterized products as a basis for computer-supported optimization and therefore are difficult to use in
early embodiment design, where conceptual decisions have to be made (e.g. change the working principle instead of topology optimization). Approaches with a focus on product architecture can also consider both aspects, however, their aim does not consist in supporting detailed embodiment design.

### 3. Integrated consideration as aim of this contribution

From the presented state of the art the research question of this paper is derived: How can qualitative modelling support consideration of functional requirements and manufacturing boundary conditions in conceptual decisions during early embodiment design?

To answer this question, a case study is set up, where Simulation-Driven Design is linked to consideration of economic boundary conditions from Design-for-Manufacture by using the C&C²-A as a qualitative modelling approach for EFRs. The linking of the three approaches is evaluated through application in the development of a test rig for hammer drills. This test rig aims to meet the demand for reducing uncertainties for high-quality test results early in embodiment design [23]. It contributes to the short development cycles of power tools emerging from short product life cycles [24]. In this development project, very high functional requirements have to be met as no such test rig exists up to now. The challenge here lies in designing a suitable embodiment for these requirements. Rigorous economic boundary conditions have to be considered as well.

### 4. Materials and methods for the case study

In this section, the methodical approach and the case study are described as a basis for the investigation.

#### 4.1. Methodical approach

Simulation-Driven Design, Design-for-Manufacture and C&C²-A are combined and applied in the case study.

Simulation-Driven Design is used for the mathematical function descriptions and Design-for-Manufacture is used for meeting the economic boundary conditions. Currently, both approaches are stand-alone options but have the potential of being linked for an effective embodiment design process.

To link these approaches, the C&C²-A is used, which enables design engineers to identify embodiment relevant to desired functions and decide which embodiment parts can be changed to use Design-for-Manufacture. The linking element is the freeze-unfreeze-strategy. An overview is given in Figure 2.

In the evaluation of this proposal, success is measured through two variables: firstly, keeping within the project budget and secondly, reaching the aimed-for precision in the validation according to Bruchmueller et al. [23].

#### 4.2. The development project as basis for the case study

The test rig for hammer drills aims at reducing testing costs by replacing user and concrete in the design evaluation during validation. The main functionalities of the test rig are the application of an equivalent drilling torque and impact characteristics regarding the hammer drilling concrete. This distinguishes the test rig from the steel ball energy absorber outlined in ISO 28927-10 [25]. In a previous study, the drill bits impact characteristics was determined using the Coefficient of Restitution (CoR) [23]. The CoR is calculated by the drill bits relative absolute velocity prior to the impact divided by the relative absolute velocity after the impact. The functional requirements on the test rig were as follows:

- Implement quantitative hammer drill characteristics: 2.6 J single impact energy, 720 W nominal power, Drilling torque: 0.27 Nm
- Drill vertically downwards
- Replace the user by a Hand-arm model based on Jahn and Hesse [26].
- Reuse the existing drill holder, ensure low manufacturing time, use standard components.
- Implement a Coefficient of Restitution of 0.5 as the critical function

Figure 2 displays the test rig developed for hammer drills. A main frame (2) and the impact simulation device (3) rest on a base plate (1). The drilling torque simulation device (4) is connected to the main frame (2). The hammer drill (5) is connected to the input shaft of the drilling torque simulation device and connected to the hand-arm model (6). The hand-arm model is a dual-mass oscillator combined with a pneumatic cylinder. The dual-mass oscillator represents the dynamic properties of the human arm; the pneumatic cylinder applies the push forces to the hammer drill. The hand-arm model is connected to the main frame (2).

---

This is a resupply of March 2023 as the template used in the publication of the original article contained errors. The content of the article has remained unaffected.
5. Results

In the following, the linking of the models is described on a theoretical basis through the three activities function-based engineering, functional design analysis and economic-based optimization. Then the three activities are shown as conducted in the case study.

5.1. Linking the models – theoretical basis

The objective of function-based engineering is the synthesis of the critical function. This function is derived from the requirements, where design engineers need to evaluate which requirement contains the most critical function. With the use of modelled EFRs and Simulation-Driven Design, a simulation model and an initial CAD model of the embodiment are derived. The simulation model contains the relations of the embodiment with the physical behaviour using mathematical equations for the functional description.

The main objective of the subsequent functional design analysis is the freeze-unfreeze strategy. It contains identification and evaluation of the design, concerning areas and features with no direct relation to the critical function. Using the C&C²-A, the design is separated into CSSs and residual structures. A design freeze of the embodiment directly contributing to the critical function (modelled in a C&C²-Model) is done. With an unfreeze of the residual structure (components not modelled in the C&C²-Model), the design is optimized for manufacturing and budget-related costs in the economic-based optimization. Here, Design-for-Manufacturing guidelines are implemented. Examples of these guidelines are “minimize the total number of parts”, “use standard components”, or “avoid separate fasteners” [16].

This freeze-unfreeze strategy allows design engineers to determine the design space for optimization regarding economic boundary conditions without compromising the function-related requirements. The only prerequisite for this strategy is knowledge about which embodiment is related to the critical function. This enables economic-based optimization early in embodiment design, as there is no need for a fully defined product.

With the determined optimization potential, economic-based optimization takes place. The aim of this activity is the synthesis regarding economic boundary conditions, such as the budget. Using the method of Design-for-Manufacture, the residual structures are optimized for production-ready design. For example, the frame configuration can be shifted to enable welding of the supporting beams that otherwise have to be fastened with screws and angles. When the economic-based optimization is done, the next functions can be considered in function-based engineering.

5.2. Case study step 1: Function-based engineering

In this section, the activities function-based engineering, functional design analysis, and economic-based optimization are applied in the case of the development of the test rig.

The critical function CoR– value 0.5 - (see Section 2.2) is the desired behaviour of the impact simulation device. Using the Simulation-Driven Design, the CoR was used to calculate the system’s required stiffness and damping parameters, using a mass oscillator as a model approach [28]. This mass oscillator is solved analytically with the described boundary conditions CoR, impact frequency, mass and the velocity prior to the impact. The solution leads to the required stiffness parameter $k = 34,385,190$ N/m and the damping parameter $d = 1,381$ Ns/m.

Since a single machine element cannot fulfill the required stiffness and damping parameters, the critical function is realized by a concept combining a cast iron cylinder and a ring spring. The cast iron provides a high material damping and mass, the ring spring shows a high damping rate. Since this non-linear system cannot be solved analytically anymore, a MATLAB/Simscape® [29] simulation model containing the relevant stiffness, mass, and damping parameters was composed. By this simulation model, a CAD model was refined. Figure 3 displays the EFRs using Simulation-Driven Design. The CAD model on the right and the simulation model on the left consist of the same sub-structure. The parameters (mass, stiffness, or damping) of the design change in the CAD model are transferred into the simulation model. An analysis (blue arrow) is conducted, and the resulting CoR is compared to the required value. In an iterative optimization of the critical function (CoR too high or too low), stiffness, mass, and damping parameters were changed and the design changes were also implemented in CAD (synthesis, green arrow). The critical EFR of the CoR is shown in Figure 3 using the example of the cast iron cylinder’s length and diameter. These two parameters influence the moving mass to a high degree and, therefore, the CoR. The loop was carried out until the CoR matched the required value of 0.5 and the design freeze was set.

![Figure 4 Simulation-Driven Design – Simulation results and CAD model, adapted from [27]](image)

5.3. Case study step 2: Functional design analysis

Using the C&C²-A, the test rig design is investigated for the residual structure regarding the critical function CoR. This analysis (blue arrow) is conducted, and the resulting CoR is compared to the required value. In an iterative optimization of the critical function (CoR too high or too low), stiffness, mass, and damping parameters were changed and the design changes were also implemented in CAD (synthesis, green arrow). The critical EFR of the CoR is shown in Figure 3 using the example of the cast iron cylinder’s length and diameter. These two parameters influence the moving mass to a high degree and, therefore, the CoR. The loop was carried out until the CoR matched the required value of 0.5 and the design freeze was set.
residual structure is not a global residual structure that can be removed completely but contains parts of the system that have no or less influence on the CoR. Figure 4 displays the residual structure as parts of the main frame, base plate, and bearing arrangement of the input shaft and the pre-load of the ring spring.

Figure 5 Design space for optimization

Its identification as the residual structure is possible through purpose-bound modelling with C&C²-A. For the purpose of “identify EFRs that influence the CoR” (Figure 4, left side), all other sub-functions beside the one relevant to the desired system behaviour leading to the CoR, are seen as secondary functions and are not modelled. The identified residual structure only contributes to the CoR through position information in the Connectors C2-C4 but is necessary for the system to work through the fulfilment of various secondary functions. The Connectors are inverted and the main frame connection can be optimized concerning the economic boundary conditions as long as the position information is still transmittable through the Connectors. This activity is called unfreezing the main frame for the following economic optimization.

5.4. Case study step 3: Economic-based optimization

In order to match the economic boundary conditions, methods of Design-for-Manufacture are applied. Figure 5 displays the evolution of the main frame. The functional design for the integration of the simulation devices is on the left; the optimized design is on the right. In an iterative optimization for economic boundary conditions, the design is investigated for potential in equalization, weldability, and reduction of used parts. As a result of equalization, only square tubes with the same cross-section are used. To enable welding and therefore reduce the use of sophisticated connection elements, the distance between the tubes is increased to enable an increased operational radius during welding. The sled guidance for the power tool was designed using many parts, which are replaced by a much heavier but simpler design on one side of the sled. Even though no exact numbers on the economic effect can be given, the measures reduced the overall costs (e.g. cheaper square tube instead of U-profile and quantity discount results in ~50% reduced material costs for the frame) and effort (welding in the inhouse-workshop is possible with the new design) needed to build it up.

Figure 6 Economic-based engineering using Design-for-Manufacture

The result of the case study is a test rig with 90% accuracy concerning hammer drilling concrete [23] enabling up to now not possible investigations of the hammer drill.

6. Discussion

Application of the C&C²-A in functional design analysis enabled identification of residual structure. The optimization space was determined without compromising the functional requirements. Using Design-for-Manufacture in the economic-based optimization, the budget requirements are met.

In the case study, the freeze-unfreeze strategy as decision support led to a high grade of fulfilment for the critical function in a challenging development project. This strategy enabled economic-based optimization with Design-for-Manufacture early in the embodiment design phase without interfering with the critical function.

To enable the critical function, highly unknown EFRs had to be implemented into a product with a manageable amount of components and interactions. It was also developed for early embodiment design where often no powerful executable models of the product exist.

Its applicability can be seen as focused on small-batch products with high-end functionality and large changes in function principles compared to the predecessor product. In redesign with small changes, it might not be the best choice. It might also not be supportive in projects, where optimization of the critical function is aimed at, as there, the residual structure is mostly not in the focus of the design engineers. Another challenge in engineering practice, especially in mass production, is the target costing. For this, other approaches exist, that can be used in conceptual design (e.g. [30]).

Whether the integration of other methods than the ones chosen can extend or change the support in consideration of functional requirements and economic boundary conditions in different projects has not been investigated.

Another limitation is the study design as a single case study, hence no general statement can be derived about success criteria regarding its usability or applicability for
design engineers. In addition, factors like modelling experience could have led to project success without being identified. It might be that developers who are not familiar with the C&C²-A experience difficulties in identifying residual structures by using this approach.

7. Conclusion and Outlook

In this contribution, a case study for integrated consideration of manufacturing in functional modelling is presented at a development project of a hammer drill test rig. The objectives of costs and functionality were reached using qualitative modelling with the Contact and Channel Approach. The freeze-unfreeze strategy was developed for linking functional and economic design. As the next step, variables and success criteria of the freeze-unfreeze strategy are to be operationalized for further investigation. For example, more objective measurements for the effectiveness of this strategy are needed. Here, it will also be investigated how developers, who are not familiar with the Contact and Channel Approach, are able to work with it. This lays the basis for experimental evaluation, which can provide more reliable data.

Another aim of future research will be the investigation of different approaches to functional modelling and the use of their descriptions for embodiment function relations. This can extend the support in connecting Simulation-Driven Design and Design-for-X methods in embodiment design phases at a later stage.
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